
Illex Yammy Fish 3.8&quot; 9,8cm Softbait 
Worm Clear Wakasagi

Illex

Product number: IL-16781

The YAMMYFISH redefines the idea of a classic 
Worm Soft Jerkbait Minnow Bait.

Weight: 0.0095 kg
12,95 €
11,69 € * 11,69 €

Illex Yammy Fish 3.8" - The ultimate soft bait worm for perch 
fishing

First-class quality and functionality

The Illex Yammy Fish 3.8" is a high-quality rubber worm that has been specially developed for perch 
fishing. It impresses with its compact, high-density structure, which makes it an irresistible lure for 
predatory fish. Made from durable and flexible materials, this lure offers an optimal balance between 
softness and resilience, making it ideal for various fishing techniques.

Detailed replica for maximum effect

This lure has been carefully designed to mimic natural prey. The realistic eyes, gills, scales and lateral line 
make it particularly attractive to perch, zander, black bass and sea bass. Its exact size and shape are designed 
to maximise its appeal to these target fish.

Versatility and effectiveness

The Illex Yammy Fish 3.8" is ideal for a variety of fishing methods:

Linear fishing: Easy casting and retrieving of the lure, ideal for all anglers.
Weightless fishing: Lures without additional weight for a natural presentation in shallow waters.



Drop Shot: Precise lure presentation over a weight, suitable for deep waters.
Jig head: Use of a jig head for deeper sinking and versatile presentation.
Texas Rig: "Weedless" presentation for fishing in overgrown areas.
Heavy Texas Rig: For deep waters and strong currents, allows aggressive sinking.
Wacky Rig: Unique, fluttering movement through central hook, effective with passive fish.
Ned Rig: Slow and minimal movements, ideal for hesitant fish.

Proven effectiveness for various predatory fish

In combination with the Magic Tungsten Ned Jig Head from Illex, the lure has proven to be extremely 
effective in catching perch and zander. Tried and tested catches of these and other predatory fish confirm its 
superiority.

Product details:

Target fish: perch, pike, zander, black bass, sea bass
Length: 9.8 cm (3.8")
Weight: 9.5 g
Swimming behaviour: Sinking
Recommended offset hooks: Wide Gape Texas Finesse #2/0 to #3/0

Experience the difference on your next fishing trip with the Illex Yammy Fish 3.8"! Order now and see its 
superior performance for yourself!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Ned-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Offset-Hooks/Illex-Finesse-Hooks-Wide-Gape-Texas.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=3f4e504604ad3b2ab3530040efc27baa

